A dedicated AMS system for biochemical 14 C measurements is being built at Center for Accelerator Mass Spectrometry. The system is centered around a National 
Introduction
Experiments have proven that accelerator mass spectrometry can be successfully applied to areas of biochemical interest, including studies of nutrition, toxicology, pharmacokinetics and human carcinogenesis [e.g., [1] [2] [3] [4] . Such experiments were conducted at large multi-purpose accelerator facilities, mainly dedicated to the more the "traditional" fields of AMS research: geochemistry, geochronology, archeology and the environmental sciences. Recent work [5] demonstrates the feasibility of 14 C analysis with low terminal voltages, resulting in a much smaller system, with its attendant reduction in cost and increased ease of operation. At LLNL, the planned biochemical AMS application requires high throughput (>300 samples/day) with attomole sensitivity for such a system. Such sample rates are only possible with intense ion beams which suffer from significant space-charge effects [6] . This system was modeled and the results were experimentally confirmed to assure that optimal coupling between the ion source and the acceptance of the accelerator was achieved. Figure 1 shows a schematic layout of the AMS system dedicated to biochemical 14 C measurements currently under construction at the Center for Accelerator Mass Spectrometry. The 45° electrostatic spherical analyzer (ESA) accommodates two different ion source lines and, as shown in Figure 1 , the LLNL high-current cesiumsputter ion source [7] is attached through two einzel lens. This source produces high currents of C -beams (200-250 _A) with a relatively large emittance (18.9 _ mm mrad rms at 40 keV). The two einzel lens act as a zoom telescope which allows for the nearlyarbitrary placement of a beam waist before the 45° ESA. After the beam is extracted at beams into a National Electrostatics Corporation Model 3SDH-1 1-MV Pelletron Accelerator. Between the two acceleration regions of the tandem is a 5 mm radius gas stripper canal. Although the accelerator was designed for 3 MeV C 2+ operation, measurements of ≤1.2 MeV C + are likely. After acceleration, the beam is momentumanalyzed with a double-focussing 90° analyzing magnet (ME/Z 2 = 28 amu-MeV) to measure 13 C levels and then energy-analyzed with a 90° electrostatic spherical analyzer (_ = 1 meter) before measuring 14 C levels with a solid-state particle detector or other counter.
Optics Calculations
Each particle in a beam can be represented by a point in 6-coordinate space of positions and momenta (x, y, z, p x , p y , p z ). Under certain conditions, simplifications may be made. Only the transverse coordinates (x, y, p x , p y ) are of interest in matching a beam, propagated along the z-axis without time structure (i.e., DC), to ion-optical components. The absence of particle motion coupling between the xz and yz planes permits beam characterization solely in the (x, p x ) and (y, p y ) planes of phase space. Furthermore, if the particle's axial momentum is constant and large compared to its transverse momenta, then those components (p x and p y ) can be replaced by the tangent values x' = dx/dz and y' = dy/dz of the divergence angles. Therefore, nonrelativistic ion-beams can be described by two independent planes in phase space: (x, x') and (y, y').
A (6x6) transfer matrix describes the focussing and transport properties of an ion optical element, but is similarly reduced to two independent (2x2) matrices. The calculation of a beam envelope at any point along a beam line involves the operation of any intervening transfer matrices upon the starting beam's phase space coordinates.
Beam matching occurs when an initial ion beam is transported to a desired final focus through any limiting apertures. POWERTRACE [8] , which is a graphical user interface shell integrated to run the beam dynamics code, TRACE 3-D [9] , was employed to perform the optics calculations The low-energy column of the accelerator was divided into two different voltage gradients, with the first approximately 20% greater than the second. The entrance and exit apertures of the acceleration tube were set to zero to negate any POWERTRACEcalculated fringe field effects and a thin lens was inserted to handle the focussing properties of the gradient change at both the entrance to the accelerator and at the interface between the two voltage gradients. The focal lengths of the thin lens were determined by creating a grid-point mesh model of the acceleration column's structure using the ion-optics simulation code, SIMION 3D [11] . Ions were flown through the column and their paths were used to determine the appropriate focal lengths. It was found that the modeled focal lengths closely matched the formula [12] :
where, f is the lens focal length, V is the total incoming ion energy, d is the diameter of the entrance tube, and ∆E is the change in the voltage gradient at the entrance.
While conducting the POWERTRACE calculations, the above formula was used in selecting the lens focal lengths whenever the initial ion extraction or the accelerator voltage was changed.
Beam Tests
The low-energy beam line through the 90° injection magnet has been assembled to test the ion-optics calculations. A beam diagnostics stub consisting of two beam profile monitors and a Faraday cup has been installed at the focal plane of the magnet.
The spectrometer will not be fully assembled until a building addition is completed.
Several beam profile monitors have been placed throughout the beam line and another
Faraday cup has been inserted to measure total (unanalyzed) source output.
Approximately 75% of 200 _A from a graphitized ANU sucrose sample was observed through the 90° injection magnet at m/q=12. This is a little less than the ~80% that has been observed with similar samples on the two other AMS ion sources currently in operation at CAMS. However, the acceptances of the optical elements on those systems are larger than those on the new line. The highest transmission is obtained by using the einzel lens to focus the beam to a rather broad waist before the 45° ESA and by keeping the beam wide as it enters the magnet before being focused down to a narrower waist at the magnet focal plane. Referring to the plot in Figure 2 , this behavior closely matches the predictions of the ion optics calculations. For this calculation, the location of the 600 keV final beam was set to the midpoint of the gas stripper canal at the center of the tandem accelerator. Note that the size of the optical elements are not drawn to scale.
